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Fatal The Poisonous Life Of A Female Serial Killer
Equal parts true crime, twentieth-century history, and science thriller, The Poisoner's Handbook is "a vicious, page-turning story
that reads more like Raymond Chandler than Madame Curie." —The New York Observer “The Poisoner’s Handbook breathes
deadly life into the Roaring Twenties.” —Financial Times “Reads like science fiction, complete with suspense, mystery and
foolhardy guys in lab coats tipping test tubes of mysterious chemicals into their own mouths.” —NPR: What We're Reading A
fascinating Jazz Age tale of chemistry and detection, poison and murder, The Poisoner's Handbook is a page-turning account of a
forgotten era. In early twentieth-century New York, poisons offered an easy path to the perfect crime. Science had no place in the
Tammany Hall-controlled coroner's office, and corruption ran rampant. However, with the appointment of chief medical examiner
Charles Norris in 1918, the poison game changed forever. Together with toxicologist Alexander Gettler, the duo set the justice
system on fire with their trailblazing scientific detective work, triumphing over seemingly unbeatable odds to become the pioneers
of forensic chemistry and the gatekeepers of justice. In 2014, PBS's AMERICAN EXPERIENCE released a film based on The
Poisoner's Handbook.
LURED FROM THE SAFETY OF HOME -- INTO THE JAWS OF HELL "America's principal chronicler of its greatest psychopathic
killers" (The Boston Book Review), Harold Schechter shatters the myth that violent crime is a modern phenomenon -- with this
seamless true account of unvarnished horror from the early twentieth century. Journey inside the demented mind of Albert Fish -pedophile, sadist, and cannibal killer -- and discover that bloodlust knows no time or place.... On a warm spring day in 1928, a
kindly, white-haired man appeared at the Budd family home in New York City, and soon persuaded Mr. and Mrs. Budd to let him
take their adorable little girl, Grace, on an outing. The Budds never guessed that they had entrusted their child to a monster. After
a relentless six-year search and nationwide press coverage, the mystery of Grace Budd's disappearance was solved -- and a
crime of unparalleled gore and revulsion was revealed to a stunned American public. What Albert Fish did to Grace Budd, and
perhaps fifteen other young children, caused experts to pronounce him the most deranged human being they had ever seen.
Krakauer’s page-turning bestseller explores a famed missing person mystery while unraveling the larger riddles it holds: the
profound pull of the American wilderness on our imagination; the allure of high-risk activities to young men of a certain cast of
mind; the complex, charged bond between fathers and sons. "Terrifying... Eloquent... A heart-rending drama of human yearning."
—New York Times In April 1992 a young man from a well-to-do family hitchhiked to Alaska and walked alone into the wilderness
north of Mt. McKinley. He had given $25,000 in savings to charity, abandoned his car and most of his possessions, burned all the
cash in his wallet, and invented a new life for himself. Four months later, his decomposed body was found by a moose hunter.
How Christopher Johnson McCandless came to die is the unforgettable story of Into the Wild. Immediately after graduating from
college in 1991, McCandless had roamed through the West and Southwest on a vision quest like those made by his heroes Jack
London and John Muir. In the Mojave Desert he abandoned his car, stripped it of its license plates, and burned all of his cash. He
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would give himself a new name, Alexander Supertramp, and, unencumbered by money and belongings, he would be free to
wallow in the raw, unfiltered experiences that nature presented. Craving a blank spot on the map, McCandless simply threw the
maps away. Leaving behind his desperate parents and sister, he vanished into the wild. Jon Krakauer constructs a clarifying prism
through which he reassembles the disquieting facts of McCandless's short life. Admitting an interst that borders on obsession, he
searches for the clues to the drives and desires that propelled McCandless. When McCandless's innocent mistakes turn out to be
irreversible and fatal, he becomes the stuff of tabloid headlines and is dismissed for his naiveté, pretensions, and hubris. He is
said to have had a death wish but wanting to die is a very different thing from being compelled to look over the edge. Krakauer
brings McCandless's uncompromising pilgrimage out of the shadows, and the peril, adversity, and renunciation sought by this
enigmatic young man are illuminated with a rare understanding--and not an ounce of sentimentality. Mesmerizing, heartbreaking,
Into the Wild is a tour de force. The power and luminosity of Jon Krakauer's stoytelling blaze through every page.
A fascinating account of the five most toxic elements describes the lethal chemical properties of arsenic, antimony, lead, mercury,
and thallium, as well as their use in some of the most famous murder cases in history, with profiles of such deadly poisoners as
Mary Ann Cotton, Michael Swango, and Saddam Hussein and a look at modern-day environmental catastrophes.
A new account of one of Rome's most relentless but least understood foes. Claiming Alexander the Great and Darius of Persia as
ancestors, Mithradates inherited a wealthy Black Sea kingdom at age fourteen after his mother poisoned his father. He fled into
exile and returned in triumph to become a ruler of superb intelligence and fierce ambition. Hailed as a savior by his followers and
feared as a second Hannibal by his enemies, he envisioned a grand Eastern empire to rival Rome. After massacring eighty
thousand Roman citizens in 88 BC, he seized Greece and modern-day Turkey. Fighting some of the most spectacular battles in
ancient history, he dragged Rome into a long round of wars and threatened to invade Italy itself. His uncanny ability to elude
capture and surge back after devastating losses unnerved the Romans, while his mastery of poisons allowed him to foil
assassination attempts and eliminate rivals.--From publisher description.
This fascinating book will be enjoyed both by those interested in the science of poisons and also by general readers who can dip in
and find hair-raising horrors and calamities on every page. In this fascinating guide to poisons, Celia Kellett provides information
and entertainment in equal measure as she explains clearly what all the different poisons are and how they work, giving us all the
gory detail of how, by accident or design, they have led to the demise of so many people. From cyanide to the Black Widow spider,
and from the Green Mamba snake to botulism, poisons can be found everywhere from the jungle to the refrigerator. Did you know,
for example, that the Emperor Napoleon died from arsenic poisoning caused by the green dye used for the pattern on his
wallpaper? Or that the Green Mamba’s venom is so toxic that a bite is fatal within half an hour? Or that 50,000 people die from
snake bites every year in India? Poison is rarely out of the headlines, with recent stories including the murder, by polonium
poisoning, of Alexander Litvinenko in London, allegedly by the KGB, The Horse Whisperer author Nicholas Evans becoming
seriously ill in Scotland after eating poisonous mushrooms, and melamine poisoning in Chinese baby-milk formula. It is a subject
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that holds a fascination for the general public who (along with budding crime writers, and perhaps the KGB) will want to buy this
excellent book in large numbers.
The Making of a Female Serial Killer For readers who are fascinated by how serial killers are made. This book is for listeners of
true crime podcasts and readers of both fiction and true crime nonfiction. It is for watchers of television shows like Deadly Women
and Mindhunter, who are fascinated by how killers are made. It’s for self-conscious feminists, Americans trying to bootstrap
themselves into success, and anyone who loves a vigilante beatdown, especially one gone off the rails. America’s first female
serial killer was not always a killer. America’s First Female Serial Killer novelizes the true story of first-generation Irish-American
nurse Jane Toppan, born as Honora Kelley. Although all the facts are intact, books about her life and her crimes are all facts and
no story. Jane Toppan was absolutely a monster, but she did not start out that way. Making of a serial killer. When Jane was a
young child, her father abandoned her and her sister to the Boston Female Asylum. From there, Jane was indentured to a wealthy
family who changed her name, never adopted her, wrote her out of the will, and essentially taught her how to hate herself. Jilted at
the altar, Jane became a nurse and took control of her life, and the lives of her victims. Readers of America’s First Female Serial
Killer: • Will gain insight into the personal development of a severely damaged person without rationalizing her crimes •
Experience the rarely told story of a female serial killer • Understand that even monsters were humans, first If you enjoyed books
such as In Cold Blood, Perfume, Alias Grace, or Devil in the White City; you will love reading America’s First Female Serial Killer.
In July 2011, billionaire Jonah Shacknai's Coronado, California, mansion was the setting for two horrifying deaths only days apart--his young
son's plunge from a balcony and his girlfriend's ghastly hanging. What really happened? Baffling questions remain unanswered. Rule looks at
the closed cases through the eyes of a relentless crime reporter. The second probe began in Utah when Susan Powell vanished in a 2009
blizzard. Her controlling husband, Josh, proved capable of a blind rage that was heartbreakingly fatal to his innocent young sons almost three
years later in a tragedy that shocked America as the details unfolded. If anyone had detected the depth of depravity within Josh Powell,
perhaps the family that loved and trusted him would have been saved. In these and seven other riveting cases, Ann Rule exposes the twisted
truth behind headlined and little-known homicides and speaks for vulnerable victims who relied on the wrong people.
Formaldehyde, borax, salicylic acid. Today, these chemicals are used in embalming fluids, cleaning supplies, and acne medications. But in
1900, they were routinely added to food that Americans ate from cans and jars. In 1900, products often weren't safe because unregulated,
unethical companies added these and other chemicals to trick consumers into buying spoiled food or harmful medicines. Chemist Harvey
Washington Wiley recognized these dangers and began a relentless thirty-year campaign to ensure that consumers could purchase safe food
and drugs, eventually leading to the creation of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, or FDA, a US governmental organization that now
has a key role in addressing the COVID-19/Coronavirus pandemic gripping the world today. Acclaimed nonfiction and Sibert Honor winning
author Gail Jarrow uncovers this intriguing history in her trademark style that makes the past enthrallingly relevant for today's young readers.
Six starred reviews -- ?Booklist ?BCCB ?Kirkus Reviews ?Publishers Weekly ?School Library Connection ?Shelf Awareness An ALSC
Notable Children's Book * A Washington Post Best Children's Book * NCTE Orbis Pictus Honor Book * A BCCB Blue Ribbon * A Kirkus
Reviews Best Children's Book * A NSTA Outstanding Science Trade Book for Students K-12 * A Chicago Public Library Best Children's Book
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? "Revolting and riveting in turns, Jarrow's masterfully crafted narrative will fundamentally alter how readers view their food.Though laced with
toxins, this is anything but toxic." -- Kirkus Reviews, starred review
When twelve-year-old Jesse Pomeroy tortured seven small boys in the Boston area and then went on to murder two other children, one of the
most striking aspects of his case was his inability ever to answer the question of why he did what he did. Experts tried to explain his horrible
acts -- and distance the rest of society from them -- but the mystery remains. This book details the crimes and explores the two reigning
theories at the time -- that he was shaped before birth when his pregnant mother visited a slaughterhouse and that he imitated brutal acts
found in popular dime novels. The author then offers a new theory: that Pomeroy suffered a devastating reaction to a smallpox vaccination
which altered his brain, creating a psychopath who revealed the human potential for brutality.
'A fascinating tale of poisons and poisonous deeds which both educates and entertains.' — Kathy Reichs
“Rother is the next Ann Rule.” —Gregg Olsen ACCIDENT, SUICIDE . . . OR MURDER? On November 6, 2000, paramedics answered a call
to find Kristin Rossum, 24, sobbing. Her husband, Greg de Villers, wasn’t breathing. She claimed he had overdosed on drugs after learning
she was leaving him. But family and friends who knew of Greg’s distaste for drugs weren’t buying Kristin’s story . . . AMERICAN BEAUTY
Rossum was a brainy blonde beauty whose talent for toxicology had won her a post at the San Diego County Medical Examiner's Office. But
her sweet smile masked a dark side. She’d developed a taste for methamphetamine in high school, and six months after her marriage to
Greg, she’d begun seeking secret trysts with other men. TOXIC PASSION At the time of her husband's death, Rossum was engaged in an
illicit affair with her married boss. Investigators found that the Medical Examiner's Office was missing supplies of meth and fentanyl, the
narcotic that had killed her husband. With each clue discovered, another piece of Rossum’s “good girl” façade fell away. What the world
would eventually see was the true face of a murderer—and the hand of justice . . . “Rother has written another ‘ripped from the headlines’
page-turner.” —Library Journal “An exciting page-turner from a first-rate reporter.” —M. William Phelps, New York Times bestselling author
“Riveting . . . an emotional and gripping tale from beginning to end.” —Aphrodite Jones, New York Times bestselling author “Rother gets to
the heart of a very compelling story, with an eye for detail. A must-read for true crime fans.” —Robert Scott, New York Times bestselling
author “Caitlin Rother hooks you from the prologue on.” —Suzy Spencer, New York Times bestselling author Includes dramatic photos
The heinous bloodlust of Dr. H.H. Holmes is notorious -- but only Harold Schechter's Depraved tells the complete story of the killer whose evil
acts of torture and murder flourished within miles of the Chicago World's Fair. "Destined to be a true crime classic" (Flint Journal, MI), this
authoritative account chronicles the methods and madness of a monster who slipped easily into a bright, affluent Midwestern suburb, where
no one suspected the dapper, charming Holmes -- who alternately posed as doctor, druggist, and inventor to snare his prey -- was the
architect of a labyrinthine "Castle of Horrors." Holmes admitted to twenty-seven murders by the time his madhouse of trapdoors, asphyxiation
devices, body chutes, and acid vats was exposed. The seminal profile of a homegrown madman in the era of Jack the Ripper, Depraved is
also a mesmerizing tale of true detection long before the age of technological wizardry.
2017 Arthur Ellis Award, Best Nonfiction Book — Winner A sinister plot by a young woman left her mother dead and her father riddled with
bullets. From the outside looking in, Jennifer Pan seemed like a model daughter living a perfect life. The ideal child, the one her immigrant
parents saw, was studying to become a pharmacist at the University of Toronto. But there was a dark, deceptive side to the angelic young
woman. In reality, Jennifer spent her days in the arms of her high school sweetheart, Daniel. In an attempt to lead the life she dreamed of,
she would do almost anything: lie about her whereabouts, forge school documents, and invent fake jobs and a fictitious apartment. For many
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years she led this double life. But when her father discovered her web of lies, his ultimatum was severe. And so, too, was her revenge: a plan
that culminated in cold-blooded murder. And it almost worked, except for one bad shot. The story of Jennifer Pan is one of all-consuming love
and devious betrayal that led to a cold-hearted plan hatched by a group of youths who thought they could pull off the perfect crime.

From Jennifer Donnelly, author of the acclaimed New York Times bestseller Stepsister, comes a fairytale retelling that'll
forever change the way you think about strength, power, and the real meaning of "happily ever after."
Political philosophers argue vigorously over the relative merits of 'positive' and 'negative' accounts of freedom. Matthew
Kramer writes squarely within the negative-liberty tradition, but he incorporates a number of ideas that are quite often
associated with theories of positive liberty.
This multivolume resource is the most extensive reference of its kind, offering a comprehensive summary of the
misdeeds, perpetrators, and victims involved in the most memorable crime events in American history. • Supports
national standards curriculum • Offers an extensive selection of primary documents to encourage critical thinking and
reading practice • Includes photos and illustrations to help bring content to life • Features sidebars with illuminating crime
facts and interesting anecdotes
A new novel of insidious secrets and chilling revelations surrounding a mysterious cult--the latest gripping psychological
thriller from Alex Marwood When nearly one hundred members of The Ark, a sinister apocalypse cult are found dead by
poison at their isolated community in North Wales, those left alive are scattered to the winds with few coping skills and
fewer answers. For twenty-three-year-old Romy, who has never known life outside the compound, learning how to live in
a world she has been taught to fear is terrifying. Now Romy must start a new life for herself--and the child growing inside
her. She is determined to find the rest of her family and keep her baby safe, no matter the cost. But as the horrors of her
past start to resurface, she realizes that leaving her old life behind won't be easy. Outside the walls of The Ark, the real
evil has only just begun. A brilliantly plotted, page-turning novel from "one of psychological suspense's best writers" (The
Boston Globe), The Poison Garden will leave you stunned.
One of Vanity Fair's 21 Best Books of 2020 (So Far) A Vulture, LitHub, and PureWow Most Anticipated Book of 2020 "As
precise as any scientific observation and far more tantalizing." --Vogue "A sophisticated, surprising take on the campus
novel (with a welcome dose of witchery). Knight's writing feels a little wild and charged, as if you're constantly on the
edge of discovering something new with her." --Goop "Hex is some dark and joyous witchery." --Lauren Groff, author of
Florida "A beautiful, spooky spell." --Jenny Slate, actress and author of Little Weirds A breathtaking and hypnotic novel
about poison, antidotes, and obsessive love Nell Barber, an expelled PhD candidate in biological science, is exploring the
fine line between poison and antidote, working alone to set a speed record for the detoxification of poisonous plants. Her
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mentor, Dr. Joan Kallas, is the hero of Nell's heart. Nell frequently finds herself standing in the doorway to Joan's office
despite herself, mesmerized by Joan's elegance, success, and spiritual force. Surrounded by Nell's ex, her best friend,
her best friend's boyfriend, and Joan's buffoonish husband, the two scientists are tangled together at the center of a web
of illicit relationships, grudges, and obsessions. All six are burdened by desire and ambition, and as they collide on the
university campus, their attractions set in motion a domino effect of affairs and heartbreak. Meanwhile, Nell slowly fills her
empty apartment with poisonous plants to study, and she begins to keep a series of notebooks, all dedicated to Joan.
She logs her research and how she spends her days, but the notebooks ultimately become a painstaking map of love. In
a dazzling and unforgettable voice, Rebecca Dinerstein Knight has written a spellbinding novel of emotional and
intellectual intensity.
From the bestselling author whose prose “matches the best of John Grisham and Scott Turow” (Providence Journal)
comes a gripping thriller featuring attorney Dismas Hardy as he investigates the murder of a wealthy man whose heirs
are all potential suspects. Finally recovered from two gunshot wounds, Dismas Hardy is looking forward to easing into
retirement and reconnecting with his family. But he is pulled back into the courtroom when Grant Wagner, the steely
owner of a successful family business, is murdered. The prime suspect is Wagner’s bookkeeper Abby Jarvis, a former
client of Hardy’s, who had been receiving large sums of cash under-the-table from the company—but she insists that
she’s innocent. Preparing for trial, Dismas investigates the Wagner clan and discovers dark, twisted secrets, jealous
siblings, gold-digging girlfriends, betrayals, and blackmail. The closer he gets to the Wagners, the clearer it becomes that
Dismas has a target painted on his back. With razor-sharp dialogue and whip-smart plotting, Poison once again
demonstrates that “Lescroart is a master craftsman” (Associated Press).
In an era that produced some of the most vicious female sociopaths in American history, Jane Toppan would become the
most notorious of them all. AN ANGEL OF MERCY In 1891, Jane Toppan, a proper New England matron, embarked on
a profession as a private-duty nurse. Selfless and good-natured, she beguiled Boston's most prominent families. They
had no idea what they were welcoming into their homes.... A DEVIL IN DISGUISE No one knew of Jane's past: of her
mother's tragic death, of her brutal upbringing in an adoptive home, of her father's insanity, or of her own suicide
attempts. No one could have guessed that during her tenure at a Massachusetts hospital the amiable "Jolly Jane" was
morbidly obsessed with autopsies, or that she conducted her own after-hours experiments on patients, deriving sexual
satisfaction in their slow, agonizing deaths from poison. Self-schooled in the art of murder, Jane Toppan was just
beginning her career -- and she would indulge in her true calling victim by victim to become the most prolific domestic
fiend of the nineteenth century.
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With an introduction by novelist David Vann Jon Krakauer’s Into the Wild examines the true story of Chris McCandless, a young man, who in
1992 walked deep into the Alaskan wilderness and whose SOS note and emaciated corpse were found four months later. Internationally
bestselling author and mountaineer Jon Krakauer explores the obsession which leads some people to discoverthe outer limits of self, leave
civilization behind and seek enlightenment through solitude and contact with nature. In 2007, Into the Wild was adapted as a critically
acclaimed film, directed by Sean Penn and Emile Hirsch and Kristen Stewart.
A full-color illustrated guide to the natural history of the most poisonous plants on earth This richly illustrated book provides an in-depth
natural history of the most poisonous plants on earth, covering everything from the lethal effects of hemlock and deadly nightshade to the
uses of such plants in medicine, ritual, and chemical warfare. Featuring hundreds of color photos and diagrams throughout, Plants That Kill
explains how certain plants evolved toxicity to deter herbivores and other threats and sheds light on their physiology and the biochemistry
involved in the production of their toxins. It discusses the interactions of poisonous plants with other organisms--particularly humans--and
explores the various ways plant toxins can target the normal functioning of bodily systems in mammals, from the effects of wolfsbane on the
heart to toxins that cause a skin reaction when combined with the sun's rays. This intriguing book also looks at plants that can harm you only
if your exposure to them is prolonged, the ethnobotany of poisons throughout human history, and much more. A must for experts and
armchair botanists alike, Plants That Kill is the essential illustrated compendium to these deadly and intriguing plants. Provides an
authoritative natural history of the most poisonous plants on earth Features hundreds of color illustrations throughout Looks at how and why
plants produce toxins Describes the effects of numerous poisonous plants, from hemlock and deadly nightshade to poppies and tobacco
Explains poisonous plants' evolution, survival strategies, physiology, and biochemistry Discusses the uses of poisonous plants in medicine,
rituals, warfare, and more
Describes how policewoman Susan Goreck went undercover to investigate George Trepal, an eccentric computer whiz and member of
Mensa, after his next-door neighbor, Peggy Carr, and her two sons fall victim to thallium poisoning. Reissue.
The first in a new Victorian murder mystery series set in London, featuring a clever and determined young female sleuth When a customer of
William Doughty's chemist shop dies of strychnine poisoning after drinking medicine he dispensed, William is blamed, and the family faces
ruin. William's daughter, 19-year-old Frances, determines to redeem her ailing father's reputation and save the business. She soon becomes
convinced that the death was murder, but unable to convince the police, she turns detective. Armed only with her wits, courage, and
determination, and aided by some unconventional new friends, Frances uncovers a startling deception and solves a 10-year-old murder.
There will be more deaths and a secret in her own family will be revealed, before the killer is unmasked and Frances finds that her life has
changed forever.
One of Washington Independent Review of Books' 50 Favorite Books of 2018 • A Buzzfeed Best Book of 2018 "Morbidly witty." —Marilyn
Stasio, The New York Times "You’ll be as appalled at times as you are entertained." —Bustle, one of The 17 Best Nonfiction Books Coming
Out In June 2018 "A heady mix of erudite history and delicious gossip." —Aja Raden, author of Stoned In the Washington Post roundup,
"What your favorite authors are reading this summer," A.J. Finn says, “I want to read The Royal Art of Poison, Eleanor Herman’s history of
poisons." Hugely entertaining, a work of pop history that traces the use of poison as a political—and cosmetic—tool in the royal courts of
Western Europe from the Middle Ages to the Kremlin today The story of poison is the story of power. For centuries, royal families have feared
the gut-roiling, vomit-inducing agony of a little something added to their food or wine by an enemy. To avoid poison, they depended on
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tasters, unicorn horns, and antidotes tested on condemned prisoners. Servants licked the royal family’s spoons, tried on their underpants
and tested their chamber pots. Ironically, royals terrified of poison were unknowingly poisoning themselves daily with their cosmetics,
medications, and filthy living conditions. Women wore makeup made with mercury and lead. Men rubbed turds on their bald spots. Physicians
prescribed mercury enemas, arsenic skin cream, drinks of lead filings, and potions of human fat and skull, fresh from the executioner. The
most gorgeous palaces were little better than filthy latrines. Gazing at gorgeous portraits of centuries past, we don’t see what lies beneath
the royal robes and the stench of unwashed bodies; the lice feasting on private parts; and worms nesting in the intestines. In The Royal Art of
Poison, Eleanor Herman combines her unique access to royal archives with cutting-edge forensic discoveries to tell the true story of
Europe’s glittering palaces: one of medical bafflement, poisonous cosmetics, ever-present excrement, festering natural illness, and,
sometimes, murder.
FatalThe Poisonous Life of a Female Serial KillerSimon and Schuster
Shortlisted for the BMA Book Awards and Macavity Awards 2016 Fourteen novels. Fourteen poisons. Just because it's fiction doesn't mean
it's all made-up ... Agatha Christie revelled in the use of poison to kill off unfortunate victims in her books; indeed, she employed it more than
any other murder method, with the poison itself often being a central part of the novel. Her choice of deadly substances was far from random
– the characteristics of each often provide vital clues to the discovery of the murderer. With gunshots or stabbings the cause of death is
obvious, but this is not the case with poisons. How is it that some compounds prove so deadly, and in such tiny amounts? Christie's extensive
chemical knowledge provides the backdrop for A is for Arsenic, in which Kathryn Harkup investigates the poisons used by the murderer in
fourteen classic Agatha Christie mysteries. It looks at why certain chemicals kill, how they interact with the body, the cases that may have
inspired Christie, and the feasibility of obtaining, administering and detecting these poisons, both at the time the novel was written and today.
A is for Arsenic is a celebration of the use of science by the undisputed Queen of Crime.

Schooled in the ancient beliefs of the Breton people by her mother, the beautiful Hél&ène grows up feeling detached from
the nineteenth-century world around her and yet destined for a terrible vocation: to do the work of l'Ankou, death's
henchman. Beginning with the demise of her very own mama, she leaves a trail of devastation with the special soups and
cakes she makes -those who taste them never recover. Jean Teulé brings his unique blend of imagination and historical
insight to a novel that is both an upbeat portrait of nineteenth-century provincial French life and a startling chronicle of a
decades-long killing spree carried out by the most notorious female poisoner in history.
In the pantheon of serial killers, Belle Gunness stands alone. She was the rarest of female psychopaths, a woman who
engaged in wholesale slaughter, partly out of greed but mostly for the sheer joy of it. Between 1902 and 1908, she lured
a succession of unsuspecting victims to her Indiana "murder farm." Some were hired hands. Others were well-to-do
bachelors. All of them vanished without a trace. When their bodies were dug up, they hadn't merely been poisoned, like
victims of other female killers. They'd been butchered. Hell's Princess is a riveting account of one of the most sensational
killing sprees in the annals of American crime: the shocking series of murders committed by the woman who came to be
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known as Lady Bluebeard. The only definitive book on this notorious case and the first to reveal previously unknown
information about its subject, Harold Schechter's gripping, suspenseful narrative has all the elements of a classic
mystery--and all the gruesome twists of a nightmare.
In this revised and expanded edition, leading forensic scientist John Trestrail offers a pioneering survey of all that is
known about the use of poison as a weapon in murder. Topics range from the use of poisons in history and literature to
convicting the poisoner in court, and include a review of the different types of poisons, techniques for crime scene
investigation, and the critical essentials of the forensic autopsy. The author updates what is currently known about
poisoners in general and their victims. The Appendix has been updated to include the more commonly used poisons, as
well as the use of antifreeze as a poison.
In an alternate world based on the mythology of India, a girl trained since birth as a -poison maiden- in the Raja's service
is ordered to kill a boy she loves.
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